The Student EXPERIENCE FELLOWSHIP

Sign up online: www.mun.ca/student/leadership

Candidate EXPERIENCE FELLOWS

- EXPLORE student life through groups and communities
- LEARN from the online Experience School
- MAP A JOURNEY with Experience Mapping tools and advising
- CONTRIBUTE to the community by volunteering
- ENGAGE with diversity
- CREATE & MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIPS with First Nations, Métis & Inuit Communities
- PARTICIPATE in in-depth events and activities

Become an Experience Fellow

Access exclusive opportunities and connect with a community of likeminded students.

Senior EXPERIENCE FELLOWSHIP

- PROVIDE MENTORSHIP to junior students
- HELP SUPPORT community at Memorial and beyond
- DEMONSTRATE RESPONSIBILITY with professional opportunities
- BUILD PROFILE with Memorial faculty and staff

Begin anywhere

The moment you get involved is the moment you begin your Experience Fellowship—just don’t forget to sign up!

Level up your experience

The Fellowship provides guidelines and structure to help make the most of your university experience.

Count what you’ve already done

Don’t backtrack! Complete Fellowship requirements by submitting reflections on experiences you’ve already completed in your Memorial journey.

Self-paced, self-directed

Make your own path on your own time. The Fellowship can be completed in one term or over the course of years. Complete requirements in any order.

University partners:
The Experience Fellowship is designed to be embedded within and connected to experiences across the University. Want to connect to the Fellowship? Talk to us about how your programming fits in.

leadership@mun.ca
www.mun.ca/student/leadership

Senior EXPERIENCE FELLOWSHIP

- PROVIDE MENTORSHIP to junior students
- HELP SUPPORT community at Memorial and beyond
- DEMONSTRATE RESPONSIBILITY with professional opportunities
- BUILD PROFILE with Memorial faculty and staff

Make your own path on your own time. The Fellowship can be completed in one term or over the course of years. Complete requirements in any order.

leadership@mun.ca
www.mun.ca/student/leadership
Experience Fellowship Candidate

**REQUIREMENTS**

EXPLORE student life through groups and communities
Explore the campus community. Memorial is home to hundreds of student clubs, societies, and resource centres—not to mention our vibrant faculty and school communities and the City of St. John's.

Get to know the school: **connect with staff or faculty in your program** (or any staff/faculty if you are undeclared) and **attend an event/activity from your faculty or school** (if you're undeclared, any academic staff/faculty and any event/activity will do). Likewise, get to know the community: **engage with a club, society, or other community group** and **attend a university or community event**.

LEARN from the online Experience School
The Experience School is a set of lessons and exercises for personal and professional development. We've curated the best resources to help you identify and practice your strengths, recognize and understand important problems, and work with others to make progress on those problems.

Complete one lesson from each of the learning outcomes of the Experience School:
- **Readiness**: How do you identify your values? How do you identify your strengths?
- **Practice**: How do you use those strengths? Practice those values?
- **Agency**: How do you set goals and objectives for yourself? How do you make effective plans to reach them?
- **Impact**: How do you find important problems? How do you approach effective problem-solving?
- **Collaboration**: How do you work with others to achieve your goals? How do you support others in achieving their own?

MAP A JOURNEY with Experience Mapping tools and advising
Experience Mapping helps you think about and plan your own personal and professional development. What are your objectives? What do you need to achieve those objectives? What experiences can you seek out to gain what you need?

Engage with the Experience Mapping tools and advising services developed by the Student Experience Office.

CONTRIBUTE to the community by volunteering
Many people volunteer to give back to the communities around them. Volunteering is also a valuable personal experience: it helps you learn more about yourself, make connections, and practice new skills.

Complete the Bronze level of the Student Volunteer Bureau's Volunteer Incentive Program. To learn more about the Program, visit [https://www.mun.ca/volunteer](https://www.mun.ca/volunteer).

ENGAGE with diversity
Learning about different perspectives helps us expand and enrich our own worldview. **Participate in and reflect on at least two events and/or activities hosted by communities different from your own.**

For a list of these experiences, visit the Experience Fellowship hub.

CREATE & MAINTAIN RELATIONSHIPS with First Nations, Métis & Inuit Communities
Learn more about Canada's Indigenous peoples and support truth and reconciliation by connecting with and learning from Indigenous content, activities, and events. First, **learn from Indigenous content** such as readings, podcasts, and other resources. Second, **participate in two events and/or activities related to reconciliation and decolonization**.

For a list of approved resources and experiences, visit the Experience Fellowship hub.

PARTICIPATE in in-depth events and activities
**Launch forth into the deep.** Dive into a "deep experience": a participatory commitment where you use your skills to achieve impact and build community. For a list of approved events, visit the Experience Fellowship hub.

---

Wait! How do I become a Senior Experience Fellow?

Thanks for being keen! The pathway to the Senior Experience Fellowship is still in development. It will be application-based. Once you achieve your Experience Fellowship, you will have to apply for special roles within the Memorial University community, such as Memorial Ambassadors. The Senior Experience Fellowship designation will be earned by being accepted to those roles.